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Ground ice on Mars theorized to exist for some time 

Regolith provides the thermal insulation 

Sharp latitude cutoff 

Stable ice distribution changes with climate 

Diffusive contact with the atmosphere 

Leighton and Murray, 1966 Mellon et al., 2004 



Detected by GRS instruments on Mars Odyssey 

Boynton et al., 2008 



Phoenix investigated ice at high latitudes 

Ice table was found at the expected (from stability models) depth 

I’ll talk about ice a few 1000km away 



Many models – same behavior 

Shallow high-latitude ice 

Ice-free equatorial region 

Very sharp boundary  

Boundary position very sensitive 

Thermophysical properties 
Independently determined 

Global average water vapor 
Today’s value is 10-14 pr μm 

Chamberlain and Boynton, 2007 



Boundary changes with climate 

Orbital variations e.g. argument of perihelion 

Longer-term variations linked to martian ‘ice ages’ 

Chamberlain and Boynton, 2007 



How GRS sees this mid-latitude boundary 

Instrument footprint ~10° of latitude 

Small surface slopes and heterogeneities become very significant 

Ice is hard for GRS to see >0.5m down 

Feldman et al., 2008 



A dissected mantle deposit in 

the mid-latitudes 

Ice-rich material 

Currently being transported 
to the poles 

Mustard et al., 2001 



Viscous flow features 

Milliken et al., 2003 

PSP_004062_2110 



Mid-latitude gullies 
Carved by liquid water 

Very recent activity  

Possibly formed from snowmelt 

msss.com 



Lobate ‘debris’ aprons 

Now known to be almost 
pure ice 



h 

Milliken et al., 2003 

Hauber et al., 2008 

Lobate ‘debris’ apron 
distribution 

Dissected mantle 
distribution 

Viscous flow 
features 

distribution 

Gully distribution 



Martian mid-latitudes 

Changing ice stability 

Very sensitive to climatic 
conditions 

Periglacial and glacial landforms 

Certainly a place that could tell us 

a lot about recent geology and 

climate 

Chamberlain and Boynton, 2007 



Natural probes of ground ice on Mars 

Information on a critical region we can’t get any other way 

Five (probably six) sites 

Concentrated on this boundary 



New craters detected in before/after image pairs 

Continues on from MOC studies (Malin et al., 2006) 

Dark spots from surficial dust removal 



85 confirmed with HiRISE followup 

More on the way 

Huge bias in crater discovery locations 

Dusty areas – lend themselves to ice preservation 

Good weather 

Craters from the CTX team with TES dust index (Ruff & Christensen, 2002) 

45 N 

45 S 

0 



A fortuitous discovery… 

CTX discovers newly formed crater 
46.3 N 

HiRISE followup showed 
something unusual 

Color and Brightness suggest ice  

75m 



More discoveries follow… 

CTX continuously discovers more 
high-lat. Impacts 

HiRISE followups show more 
craters with associated ice 

5 sites in total 

All new impacts poleward of 43N 
have associated ice 

More on that later 

All a few meters across 

Site 5 (largest) is ~12m across 

50m 



CRISM data 

CRISM pixels big by comparison 

Bright stuff at most sites <10% of a CRISM pixel 
No water ice detected… 

Except site 3… 

18m 



CRISM 

Detected water ice  

Spread over a few pixels 





Change at site 5 

Polygons similar to site 1 

Ls 160 to 188 

Extensive (1 km) dark rays 



Sites 2 and 4 

On massif aprons in Phlegra Montes 

Ls 130 to 191 (2) and Ls 149 to 185 (4)  

Massive glacial ice – probably not 

Site 4 - similar 



Site 3 

55 N 

Minor changes Ls 151-190 

Crater floor dark 
Bright ice has  a finite thickness 



Site 1 excavated to ice 

Sites 2-5 excavate through the ice 

Model depths consistent with 20 pr microns 

Today’s values closer to 10 pr microns 

Still retreating from last ground ice maximum 10Kyr ago 



Where we don’t see ice 

Equatorward of 41N 

…but we these craters might be 
old 



Site 1 

Ice patches faded away over ~150 days  



Ice changes 

Steady reddening 
and darkening of ice 

Sublimation lag 

Atmospheric dust 
fallout 

Grain growth 

Dark blast zone 

Also fading 

Brightening with time 

Implies some dust 
fallout 



Thermal modeling to constrain sublimation 

Model buried ice 

Remove overburden  

Track sublimation rate 

Many free parameters 

Initial ice albedo (which we force to darken) 

Albedo, thermal inertia of pre-impact terrain 

Atmospheric temperature 

Wind speed & drag coefficient 

Ice table thickness 

Depth to ice table 

Timing of the impact 

Heat injected during impact 



Most important parameters  

Windspeed, nominally 2.5 ms-1 – Viking II data 

Initial ice albedo, nominally  0.4 

Nominal sublimation gives ~1.7 mm by Ls 180 

Range for reasonable inputs ~1 to several mm. 

Optically thick lag in HiRISE BG (0.55 microns) of ~17 microns 

17 microns of dust in 1.7mm of ice is very clean: 1% by volume 

An upper limit as some darkening is due to… 

Atmospheric dust fallout 

Grain growth 

Similar fading of ice for all 
sites. 

Site 3 (55N) substantially 
slower though (as one might 
expect) 



Ground ice appears clean 

Ice lenses from frost heave – liquid films? 

Thermal contraction and vapor deposition 

Site 1 excavated to ice 

Sites 2-5 excavate through the ice 

Clean ice has finite thickness 



Viking lander II – bummer… 

Came close: 1976-1980 

Dug to depths of ~15cm 

25-30cm 



Fresh craters have probed the extent and 

depth of ground ice on Mars 

Results are consistent with present models 

With a wetter atmosphere than present 

Upper ice appears to be very clean 

Clean ice appears restricted in thickness 

More of these constraints are inevitable – 
stay tuned for next northern summer 

Conclusions 

Starting with this one 
51N, ice expected 


